
                                                                        Path to coaching champions 

 

I started coaching kids as an assistant coach in pee-wee football. As with any young athletes, at any age, 

they had a desire to become bigger, stronger, and faster. After researching kids and weight training, I 

found that there are many, many “experts” that are more than ready to share their opinion on this. 

Digging a little deeper, (lots deeper) I discovered there was actual research on the subject.  

Enter Dr. Kyle Pierce at LSUS. Kyle has numerous papers and research published on the subject. After 

getting to know him better, Kyle suggested that I should take the coaching on myself. I started watching, 

reading, and learning everything that I could. I soon learned that there is many types of training with 

weights, but Kyle only focused on Weightlifting. Weightlifting is the only barbell sport that is contested 

in the Olympics. I took courses and got certified. 

I started with a few 10 year old boys. I soon found that in a conventional gym, conventional weights and 

bars wouldn’t really work for kids. The first step was to purchase lighter bars and cut out plywood circles 

to teach proper form, technique, and bar speed. This worked for a while, but due to the older lifters 

being there, the wooden plates just wasn’t doing for the aspiring athletes. These guys were training in 

the same gym with current Olympian, Kendrick Farris. Kendrick lifts huge weights and they all wanted 

the real thing. Who could blame them? What better role model could be found anywhere? I started 

researching “technique plates”. These are often made of a basic plastic and used for training the lifts 

that are floor based, so the bar is at the right height. Naturally, since these were just kids, whatever was 

cheapest would be just fine. You get what you pay for. As these boys started getting bigger, stronger, 

and faster, they continued using the technique plates and piling on the weights. Everything has its limits, 

and the cheap plates were no exception. 

Enter my discovery of Hitech Plates. I don’t have the history of the company, nor do I know anything 

about how they’re made, but what I do know is that they work! These plates are incredible at bearing 

the load! As with any company, they offer the product in an assortment of actual weights, but we 

primarily use the 2.5 kilo “reds”. My boys made much faster improvements since they didn’t have to 

change once the bar reached 30 kilos. They could and did just keep adding weight. 

As word travelled, and time passed, my group grew in numbers and ages. Along with these changes, 

some of the interests of the group changed. The sport of Weightlifting had suited most of the boys just 

fine. All had become bigger, stronger, and faster, but some of my heavier boys that had many flexibility 

issues. Powerlifting became another option. My background is from Powerlifting, but Weightlifting is 

what opened all of the doors for me. My rule is – nobody has to compete, and nobody has to do both. If 

you do compete Weightlifting comes first and then Powerlifting is an option. Without Weightlifting, as 

one of my lifters, there is no Powerlifting. 

With the introduction of another barbell sport came many more uses for Hitech Plates. These are 

perfect in training deadlift techniques. Even now I’m introducing the Hitech Plates in our CrossFit 

routines. 

In summing up, my secret training method for kids is Hitech Plates. I currently train boys that have set 

several world records in Powerlifting and have won countless Weightlifting titles, and a few that are 

back-to-back AAU World Powerlifting Championships. I really feel that most of this would not have been 



possible without Hitech Plates. As we hope to expand our CrossFit training, I will be purchasing more 

and more. Attached are some photos of my lifters.

























 


